RIFFLES AND POOLS

MAY 2022 NEWSLETTER
This newsletter is full of content! Please take a peek at the calendar, and then
you can find more details on these activities further down.
Note that no one volunteered yet to help with theSalida Kids Fishing Derby.
Are we really going to drop this event? It's one of the most popular summer
things for the local families... The event is nearly on auto-pilot, please consider
helping out!
This month we have a membership meeting and a social meeting too!

CALENDAR
May 7, 8 and 13, 14, 15: The Pikes Peak Chapter of Trout Unlimited has a 5
day project on the Dream Stream in South Park for planting willows to
stabilize work done by CPW last year. For details, check their chapter website
<https://www.ppctu.org/latest-news/dream-stream-willow-planting>. Contact
Don Logelin, president of Pikes Peak Chapter of TU, at don.logelin@ppctu.org
to volunteer or for more information.
May 11, 6pm: CPC Member Meeting featuring USFS Salida District Ranger
Perry Edwards. Click here for zoom details and more info.
May 21: Annual Ark River -- Green-Up Clean-Up. Read below for more
information.
May 21, 22: Colorado TU Spring Meeting. Read below for more information
and to learn how to apply.
May 25, 4pm: Social meeting at Moonlight Pizza! More below.
June 30 - July 13: Elk Creek fishing & camping trip. More below.

ANNUAL ARK RIVER CLEANUP
Please save the date, Saturday, May 21st! Let's help fulfill TU's mission by
assisting with the Annual Arkansas Cleanup. This is organized by ARNA &
Garna, along with TU, and other sponsors. Refer to the poster below for
information regarding where to meet, pick up supplies, lunch tickets, and also
the website to chose the location you would like to pick up. These range from
Hayden Meadows and Clear Creek, all the way down to the Five Points Day
Use Area, past Cotopaxi. The list includes campgrounds, trails (like Two
Rivers), Franz Lake & Trail, areas along Hwy 50, Poncha Springs, Buena
Vista, Johnson Village SWA, Four Mile, and anywhere your favorite area along
the river might be.
For members that are looking for a reason to get their raft on the river, you can
sign up for either side of the Arkansas in Browns Canyon.
Trash drop off starts at 10am at Vandeveer Ranch, and a picnic lunch will
begin at noon. So gather your family and friends, and let's go out and help
spruce up our infamous Arkansas River. See you there!
Volunteers are encouraged to pre sign up for a location at
https://tinyurl.com/ChaffeeCUGU2022. For those pre-registered with a
location, check-in is not necessary unless you are planning to join the picnic or
need supplies.
Check the official poster here.

YOUTH EDUCATION: SEEKING VOLUNTEERS!
Keith Krebs is seeking volunteers to help with two upcoming youth education
programs - BV Stream Explorers and BV 6th grade Conservation Camp.
BV S.E. is scheduled for four consecutive Saturdays from 9:00 to 12:30: 4/23 Macroinvertebrates at Cottonwood Creek; 4/30 - Aquatic experiments at The
Gathering Place; 5/7 - Fly Tying, rods and casting at The Gathering Place;
5/14- Fishing at lake location TBD. Need 3 to 4 helpers for each session.
BV 6th Grade Conservation Camp at upper meadow at Four Mile on Tuesday,
5/24 from 12:00 until 5:00. We have been successful helping with this event for
more than a decade. This year there will be six groups of about 12 students
each attending two consecutive 40 minute Water Quality sessions. This should
help alleviate our rushed schedule of previous years as we can have one 40
minute session for Macroinvertebrates and one 40-minute for the other Water

Quality experiments. Need 4 to 5 volunteers.
Contact Keith Krebs at keithkrebsarchitect@gmail.com.

MOONLIGHT PIZZA SOCIAL
We constantly hear from members that we need more in person get-togethers,
so here is your next opportunity! This month we are meeting on May 25th,
4pm at Moonlight Pizza.
Join us, and spend time with old and new friends. Enjoy a glass of beer, wine,
or one of their great margaritas, and of course their pizza & sandwiches are
always yummy. BTW, their house made root beer is fantastic! Feel free to
invite other members to join you, or your friends and neighbors who would like
to meet some great Trout Unlimited folks.
This is an ideal opportunity to expand our membership. Please circulate - and if
you see a new member, introduce yourself and make them feel a part of their
new CPC family! And take time to say hello and chat with some of our new
board of directors. One of them is a Moonlight Pizza partner, Bryan Ward, and
I heard he may be giving out some free t-shirts, pizzas, and other
prizes… Other board members present will be Bob Hamel, Dr. Dave Belmont,
and Garret Christie. So, mark May 25th on your calendars, and be there!

IS THE SALIDA KIDS FISHING DERBY OVER?
Ann and Henry Klaiman and Carole Perry have organized the Salida Kids'
Fishing Derby for many years. They decided that the 2022 Salida July 4 Derby
will be the last one they coordinate. The chapter needs 3 or 4 new people to
work with them on the 2022 derby with the intent that they take over the Salida
Derby after 2022. For more information, please contact Ann and Henry
Klaiman at aeklaiman@aol.com.
After so many years, it would be a shame to abandon this community
event because we don't have a committee or chair to organize it
(everything is lined out by Klaimans so you just have to follow their
steps).

THANK YOU!
"Thank You" to Rhonda Funston for a recent $100 donation to the Chapter.
CPC-TU will use these in support of our mission of conserving, protecting and
restoring the quality watershed of the Upper Arkansas River valley for present
and future generations through education, conservation and advocacy
programs and other activities. Thank you Rhonda for your support.

APRIL MEETING RECORDING
Zoom recording of the Board of Directors meeting, April 2022. Click above to
watch in-place, or click here to go to YouTube.

FLYGALS THANK YOU!
Thanks to Laura, Linda and Barbara for getting some great activities lined up
for FlyGals! Check our web site for the activities schedule, and join the
FlyGals facebook page to stay updated.

RIVER SPEAK

CHOICES
Winding our way out of April into Lady May, the river
has something to say about our choices with springs
brief blustery days. Advancing with isolated wet
chilly air, tapping mix of sun, cloud, seasonal
surprises of snow and snow melt might upset
how you choose to approach skimpy or solid
hatches. Fishing for a "lucky" break? Well,
consider yourself just another rake!
Lady Luck smiles on those chosen who don't include
her in their plans. Capable do not rely on good luck.
They expect bad luck and carry proper precautions
wrapped with choices, practiced finesse exacting
accuracy, welcoming diversity to themselves and
to our fish, the choice of courtesy.
Without such feelings of choice, conflict against plot
begins to hatch, clouding the minds choice to direct
fly to catch. You are denied entry into another world
as a first fisher guest. Lucky is as lucky does.
You know the rest!
Inferred ingrained, is the bigger thrill!
Plan and success rule. One day you are chosen,
the master. Next day a disaster, but not by choice!
Student your brain to see beneath the surface, as in
the dark, akin to driving at night without headlights.
(Try it.) You catch a glimpse of a line and the brain
does the rest, puzzling the image together for our
visibility of understanding the abstruse moment.
We become three-dimensional to accomplishment.
The only thing you can control is your choice of mood.
MH

CTU'S SPRING MEETING IN REDSTONE, CO
May 21 &amp; 22, 2022

Colorado TU's Spring Meeting will take place at the Redstone Inn in Redstone,
CO on May 21-22 - it's first face-to-face state gathering in two years! Chapter
Presidents and other CTU Board Members routinely attend as part of their
roles, but all chapter volunteers and interested members are welcome to join
and get engaged!
Check out the specific details on the schedule at:Support CTU & the
Gathering at Redstone.
CPC has budgeted funds for reimbursement of registration fees for BoD
members or chapter members to attend this event. Interested? -- Please
contact Pam Simpson at pkssimpp@gmail.com.
Deadline to apply for reimbursement is May 10, 2022.

CONEJOS CAMPING & FISHING TRIP
We have a small group heading to the Conejos River and camping at theElk
Creek Campground. The dates are from June 30 thru July
13th. Campgrounds fill up early, so if you are interested you should go online
and make your reservations ASAP. There are other state campgrounds and
RV Resort campgrounds along the river, as well. You can always book close
elsewhere and meet up for evening happy hours and compare fishing tales of
the day! Contact Larry Payne for more info at: mtncouple1@msn.com.

GALA THANK-YOU FROM COLORADO TU
On behalf of Colorado Trout Unlimited. I wanted to pass on our appreciation for
your generous support this year. We feel incredibly fortunate to have held a
very successful Virtual Gala, raising close to $80,000 for coldwater
conservation and youth education. Your sponsorship of the Gala helped to
make this possible. Thank you!

We are fast at work in conjunction with our partners and volunteers in the field
and in classrooms across Colorado helping to educate the next generation of
river stewards. We will be continuing our work to protect and restore our state's
amazing watersheds and wild places. We will be taking our STREAM Girls and
Trout in the Classroom programs into more communities and engaging with
our 24 chapters around Colorado on projects benefiting their local watersheds.
These efforts would not be possible without the generosity of supporters like
you! If you have questions regarding any of these or other TU programs, feel
free to contact me at whitney huddleston a tu.org or our Executive Director
David Nickum at dnickum @tu.org.
Colorado Trout Unlimited is a 501c3 organization and contributions are tax
deductible under IRS regulations. As a $800 sponsor of the 2022 Gala, with
your contribution you received tumblers valued at $70. The remaining value of
your contribution should be tax deductible.
Thank you again for your very generous support and for helping to make our
2022 Virtual River Stewardship Gala such a successful event!
Sincerely,
Whitney Huddleston

WHY ALASKANS CAN'T IGNORE PEBBLE MINE
By Russell Nelson, from Anchorage Daily News
"Reports of my death are greatly exaggerated."
The Pebble Limited Partnership would certainly want you to believe this well-

known quip applies to its Pebble mine project. After all, the last two years have
been nothing but a string of bad headlines that would be death knells for most
other businesses.
To start, the Army Corps of Engineers denied Pebble the key federal permit it
needs to move forward with the project. Then the Environmental Protection
Agency restarted a long-stalled process to enact Clean Water Act restrictions
on large-scale hard-rock mining in the vicinity of the Pebble deposit.
Outside of government actions, a landowner along Pebble's preferred
transportation corridor entered into a conservation easement transaction that, if
closed, would make its lands unavailable to the Pebble project. Pebble's CEO
was forced to resign when recordings made public in 2020 reveal him boasting
of his sway over Alaska's political leadership. Multiple shareholder lawsuits
allege that Northern Dynasty Minerals, Pebble's parent company, misled
investors about the project. Once a lobbying juggernaut spending well over $2
million annually in Washington, D.C., the company is currently reporting $0 in
federal lobbying spending — and has the Alaska delegation in the U.S. Senate
united in opposition to a mine to show for its past efforts. To top it off, Northern
Dynasty remains mired in penny stock status.
Yet the Pebble project is not dead. Pebble and Northern Dynasty continue to
make the rounds in Alaska and across North America, promising untold riches
to ever-elusive investors. Last month, they released a new economic report
based on some combination of fiction and the rosiest of projections in an
attempt to make Alaskans believe Pebble will bring the state untold riches.
And, most recently, Northern Dynasty attempted to capitalize on the war in
Ukraine to make the case that Pebble's copper should be part of the American
supply chain, despite the fact that it has always maintained that ore from
Pebble would be sent to refiners in Asia for processing and resale.
[...]
Click here to continue reading...

COLORADO FINDS "FOREVER CHEMICALS" PFAS
IN ALL FISH SAMPLED IN THREE BIG COUNTIES
By Michael Booth, from The Colorado Sun
Anew Colorado study found toxic PFAS "forever chemicals" in 100% of the fish
it sampled from previously known contaminated waterbodies in El Paso,
Jefferson and Adams counties, adding to a growing series of reports on
damage from the waterproofing materials' spread in the environment.
Staff from the Colorado health department, the Colorado School of Mines, and
Colorado Parks and Wildlife collected 49 fish across 10 species in the summer
and fall of 2020, according to a new summary of the study. They sampled fish
from Willow Springs Pond in Fountain, in El Paso County; Mann-Nyholt Lake in
Henderson, in Adams County; and Tabor Lake in Wheatridge, in Jefferson
County.
The sites were chosen in part because they are popular fishing spots where
anglers often eat their catch.
All of the fish contained a form of PFAS, used to make nonstick utensils,
firefighting foam and countless consumer products, though state officials say
there is as yet no federal or local standard warning at what level of PFAS that
fish should not be eaten.
"Because of the limitations of this project, it is not possible to draw conclusions
about whether the levels of PFOS found in fish at these waterbodies are high
enough to harm human health," the state study says.
The highest concentrations of the forever chemicals were in fish from Willow
Springs Pond, fed by Fountain Creek, up to 241 nanograms per gram. The
draft study says that "In states that have fish consumption guidelines . . . the
'Do not consume' level ranges from 50 ng/g to 300 ng/g, with most advisories
set at around 200 ng/g."
[...]
Click here to continue reading...

FLASHBACK
In 2013 our chapter had a "Big Fly contest" in conjunction with the May Caddis
Festival that was held at the Chaffee County Fairgrounds.
The flies were for purchase at $25.00, proceeds to the chapter's coffers.
Chapter Member Bob Gray made the bases and chapter members could
create flies with any materials of their choosing and each fly had a name.
Judges for the event were chapter members Denise and Paul Goetz
One of the first place winners is pictured with "The Hooker".
His second fly was purchased by a visitor. Called "The Trollinator", composed
of Budweiser Beer Cans, spin cast bobbers and a bunch of bait hooks.
Some 50 or so fly's were entered. You can see the other flies inour Facebook
photo album.

TO REVIVE A RIVER, RESTORE ITS LIVER
By Erica Gies, from the Scientific American
Salmon are so elemental to Indigenous peoples who live along North
America's northwestern coast that for generations several nations have called
themselves the "Salmon People." But when settlers came, their forms of
agricultural and urban development devastated the mighty fish. The new
inhabitants cut down streamside vegetation that once slowed and absorbed
rains, causing floods. They straightened curvy creeks to try to speed

floodwater off the land and armored the sides to prevent erosion, but the faster
flow gouged the riverbed. Later, urban planners and engineers funneled
streams into buried pipes so they could build more city on top, disconnecting
waterways from soil, plants and animals. The cumulative impact of these
injuries led to flash floods, unstable banks, heavy pollution and waning life. The
hallowed salmon all but disappeared.
Across North America and the world, cities have bulldozed their waterways into
submission. Seattle was as guilty as any until 1999, when the U.S. Department
of the Interior listed Chinook salmon as threatened under the Endangered
Species Act. That legally obligated the city to help the salmon when
undertaking any new capital project that would affect the fish. Engineers trying
to improve Seattle's ailing streams began to reintroduce some curves, and
insert boulders and tree trunks, to create more natural habitat, yet by and large,
salmon did not return. Flooding also remained a hazard because rain rushed
off the hardened cityscape into the still mostly inflexible channels, which
overflowed.
In 2004 biologist Katherine Lynch was sitting through yet another meeting on
how to solve these problems—this one held by her employer, Seattle Public
Utilities—when she had an epiphany. Maybe restoration projects were failing
because they were overlooking a little-known feature damaged by urbanization:
the stream's "gut."
A stream is a system. It includes not just the water coursing between the banks
but the earth, life and water around and under it. Lynch had been tracking
discoveries about a layer of wet sediment, small stones and tiny creatures just
below the streambed called the hyporheic zone—a term from the Greek hypo,
meaning "under," and rheos, meaning "flow." Stream water filters down into
this dynamic layer, mixing with the groundwater pushing up. Water in the
hyporheic zone flows downstream like the surface water above it but orders of
magnitude more slowly.
[...]
Click here to continue reading...

FISHING QUOTE
"... and every strange, half seen, gliding, beautiful thing that eludes him; every
dimly-discovered, uprising fin of some form, seems to him the embodiment of
those elusive thoughts that only people the soul by continually flitting through
it."
Herman Melville, "Moby Dick"

LEASE OF DORMANT TENNESSEE PASS LINE STILL
VERY MUCH ALIVE
By Bill Wilson, from RT&S
Plans to revive a dormant rail line between Pueblo, Colo., and Dotsero, Colo.,
are still alive, but what version it will be is in question.
Union Pacific's lifeless Tennessee Pass Line has been a hot commodity over
the last year or so. Colorado Pacific Railroad wants to lease the route to move
agriculture product, while Rio Grande Pacific has plans for a line that would
carry both freight and passengers. It is still unclear if the Rio Grande Pacific
plan will include the transport of oil.
Union Pacific is supporting the Rio Grande Pacific version to develop service
on the Tennessee Pass Line to move freight and passengers. It has agreed to
lease the line to Rio and insists it is not negotiating with other companies.
Rio Grande Pacific, however, is facing a lawsuit involving the Uinta Basin
Railway project in Utah. Already approved by the Surface Transportation
Board, the project could transport up to 350,000 barrels of waxy crude oil on
Union Pacific's Moffat Line, which is active, through Dotsero in western Eagle
County and along the Colorado River en route to Denver and Gulf Coast
refineries. Eagle County and other environmental groups filed the lawsuit.
The question is would the transport of oil happen on the Tennessee Pass
Line? Rio Grande Pacific officials insist it would not use Tennessee Pass to
move oil. In fact, Rio Grande Pacific recently amended its lease with Union
Pacific to exclude the presence of hazardous materials on the Tennessee
Pass Line.
Eagle County officials claim they have not heard from Rio Grande Pacific in
months regarding the project, and Chaffee County (Colo.) commissioners
wonder if the crude oil would be included under the hazardous material
definition.

[...]
Click here to continue reading...

GLENWOOD SPRINGS GRANTED RIGHT TO BUILD
WHITEWATER PARKS AFTER 9 YEARS IN COURT
By Jason Blevins, from The Colorado Sun
Colorado's river recreation economy boomed in the first 10 years of
recreational in-channel diversion water rights, which state lawmakers created
in 2001 to protect water used for recreation. In the decade that followed, 20
communities claimed rights that kept rapids roiling in whitewater parks that
became community centerpieces.
But those water rights, known as RICDs (and pronounced RISS-ids), had a
very quiet second decade. Not one community has secured protection for
recreational water flows since 2010. That changed last week as a state water
court approved a conditional water right allowing Glenwood Springs to build
three new whitewater parks on the Colorado River.
Glenwood Springs originally filed for the RICD protection in 2013. It took nine
years to secure the conditional water right in the upper stretches of the river
that serves some 40 million downstream users.
Nine years of wrangling in water court is likely a deterrent for communities
seeking to promote river recreation as an economic engine, said Josh Kuhn,
who advocates for water protection for Conservation Colorado. The challenges
Glenwood Springs faced supports a growing push to reform the RICD process.

"We need to modify the way we protect recreational flows. A lot has changed
since the early 2000s with lows flows and increased demand and it's really
important we protect recreational flows in our rivers so communities can have
more tools for diversifying their recreational economy," Kuhn said.
[...]
Click here to continue reading...

UNCERTAINTY REIGNS AS SNOWMELT SEASON
RETURNS
By Tara Flanagan, from Ark Valley News
If you look at the U.S. Drought Monitor, Colorado's conditions appear more
"tan" than they did a year ago. The April 13, 2021 map was awash in red areas
on the western side of the state, denoting extreme and exceptional drought.
It matched the increasingly dire warnings about the Colorado River, which saw
diminishing levels at lakes Powell and Mead, the river's major storage and
hydroelectric networks.
The April 12 Colorado map on the U.S. Drought Monitor shows dry conditions
overall with extreme drought in the two southern corners. Image: U.S. Drought
Monitor
While today's drought map shows the state of Colorado in better condition than
a year ago, there is a strong possibility that Denver's snow season, for

example, will be the shortest on record in 135 years. And meanwhile, the
situation at Powell and Mead reservoirs continues to worsen. As a result, the
U.S. Interior Department is weighing extremely difficult decisions that could
cause further, immediate cutbacks for users in Arizona, California, and
Nevada.
There's now an unprecedented proposition to keep enough water in Lake
Powell – an additional 480,000 acre feet – to maintain power production at its
Glen Canyon Dam instead of releasing it downstream to Lake Mead. That
would mean dropping the water at Lake Mead an additional seven or eight
feet, according to the Southern Nevada Water Authority. The decision is
expected by April 22.
[...]
Click here to continue reading...

If you'd like to share a short note and some photos from a recent trip, please
submit them to our editor. Anyone willing to contribute a column would be
appreciated.

EDITOR-PERMANENTLY-AD-HOC: Tom Palka. Members are encouraged to
contribute to this publication: fishing stories, experiences, or quotes. Send
questions or submissions by email to editor@collegiatepeakstu.org. Editor's
deadline is the 23rd of the month.
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